Abstract-Broadcasting is a common operation for disseminating traffic-related information in vehicular ad hoc networks. However, broadcasting in wireless networks can easily cause the broadcast storm problem especially when the vehicular density is high in the specific area. Therefore, most of the broadcast storm suppression schemes aim to decrease the number of forwarders so as to reduce the redundant packet and mitigate the broadcast storm problem. One of the broadcast storm suppression techniques is the distance-based scheme [14] in which the distance between the sender and the receiver is used to decide whether to rebroadcast a message or not. However, this conventional distance-based scheme may cause the Improper Measurement Problem called in this paper. So we propose N Hops Weighted p-Persistence Broadcasting to resolve this problem. The simulation results show the proposed broadcast storm suppression scheme can reduce the number of forwarders and thus the redundant packets.
INTRODUCTION
The mobile ad hoc network (MANET) is a selforganizing wireless network composed of autonomous nodes which may operate as routers to transmit packets without any fixed infrastructure or central control. The vehicular ad hoc network (VANET) is an extension of MANET, where the network nodes are vehicles. The vehicles usually equipped with the positioning system such as the GPS (Global Positioning System) and can communicate with each other in vehicle-to-vehicle manner or exchange message with a roadside network infrastructure in roadside-to-vehicle manner. There are several major differences between VANETs and MANETs. Compared to the MANET, the high average speed of nodes in VANET makes its network topology much more variable and vulnerable. Opposed to the MANET where nodes move randomly in arbitrary direction, the nodes in VANET only move along the road in certain limited directions, so its network shape is rather similar to a line (in a single-lane road) or a strip (in a multi-lane road) than a square or a polygon.
In VANETs, broadcasting is a common, straightforward, spontaneous and simple operation to disseminate traffic/vehicle related information, ranging from road safety to traffic control, up to mobile entertainment. Among these, emergency/collision warning is highly time-critical. To broadcast this kind of message requires more intelligent mechanism rather than just relying on blind flooding, because blind flooding in wireless networks may result in redundant rebroadcasts, contentions, and collisions, referred to as the broadcast storm problem [14] .
Distance-based scheme is one of the broadcast storm suppression schemes. To determine rebroadcasting a packet or not, the nodes only need local position information but do not require any prior knowledge of network topology. The main decision factor of rebroadcast is the distance between sender and receiver. Based on this, Weighted p-Persistence Broadcasting (WpPB) proposed in [16] calculates the forwarding probability of a node by using the distance between itself and the sender. The farther the distance is, the higher the forwarding probability will be. When a node receives duplicate packets from multiple senders within the waiting period, the smallest probability is selected for retransmission. By doing this, the node located farther away from the sender will rebroadcast the packet with higher probability, so as to propagate the packets outward as quickly as possible. However, the forwarding probability based on WpPB may not what we anticipate in some situations. For the example shown in Fig. 1 , the source node (In this paper, we define the source as the original node that produces the packet, while the intermediate node that receives a packet and forwards, it is referred to as the sender) is performing a broadcast, where (a) both node A and node B are in 1-hop distance of the source node; (b) node B is farther than node A away from the source; (c) node C is in 1-hop distance of node A and node B; (d) node D is in 1-hop distance of node B but out of the transmission range of node A; (e) the distance between node A and node C is longer than that between node B and node D; (f) node D is farther than node C away from the source. Assume that for some reasons, such as the queue of node C is full, node C only received the packet rebroadcasted from node A but not from node B, and node D received the packet rebroadcasted from node B. In the circumstances, if WpPB is applied (see Fig. 1(a) ), node C will rebroadcast this packet with larger probability than that node D will do based on condition (e) above. However, to propagate the packet outward as far as possible, node D should rebroadcast the packet with larger probability than node C ( Fig. 1(b) ) because of condition (f) above. We refer to this situation as the improper measurement problem. In this paper, we solved this problem by considering the forwarding probability based on the accumulative distance from the receiver to the source rather than to the previous hop sender. Example of the improper measurement problem. (a) Node C forwards the packet with larger probability than node D based on WpPB. (b) Node D should have larger forwarding probability than node C by considering the total distance to the initial source. Fig. 2 shows the probability of influenced node when the transmission range is 300 meters. The influenced node is a node has at least one neighbor who gets the same packet with the same hop number has greater forwarding condition, but the neighbor is closer to the source. The probability of influenced node.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In section II, we describe the related research of broadcast storm suppression. In section III, N Hops WpPB is proposed to resolve the improper measurement problem. In section IV, the performance of N Hops WpPB is presented. Finally, the paper is concluded in section IV.
II. RELATED WORKS
Many schemes have been designed for suppressing the broadcast storm problem in ad hoc networks. The Flooding with Self Pruning [6] requires that each node exchanges the list of one-hop neighbors with adjacent nodes. The node piggybacks the neighbor list in the flooded packet and rebroadcasts the packet only if it can reach any additional node. The Scalable Broadcast Algorithm [11] requires that each node learns the information of their two-hop neighbors. When a node receives a packet, it checks the broadcast cover set of the packet. The node refrains from rebroadcasting the packet if all its neighbors have been covered by previous transmissions.
Because of the high topology variation, the overhead of reporting the neighbor information in a VANET is considerable; therefore, the neighbor knowledge methods are not feasible for VANETs. The following broadcast storm suppression schemes do not need any neighbor information. The first is the probabilistic scheme [14] . The scheme makes use of a predefined probability for all the receivers to rebroadcast the packet. The second is the counter-based scheme [14] . Each node needs a period of time to count the quantity of redundant packets, and rebroadcast if the quantity is below the defined threshold. The third is the locationbased scheme [14] , which may be supported by positioning devices such as GPS receivers. When the host receives a packet, it calculates the additional coverage area which can be covered by the host, and the node compares this value to a predefined coverage threshold to determine whether it should rebroadcast the packet or not. The fourth is the distancebased scheme [14] , the nodes will rebroadcast if the distance between the sender and the receiver is farther than a threshold.
Several improved distance-based broadcast storm suppression schemes have been proposed in the past years. Weighted p-Persistence Broadcasting [16] employs the distance from the nearest sender to decide the forwarding probability of the receiver. The Slotted 1-Persistence Broadcasting [16] employs different time delays to let the receivers which are farther from the sender can rebroadcast the packet earlier. The time delay of a node is calculated by the distances between the sender and the receiver. The Slotted p-Persistence broadcasting [16] is transformed from the Slotted 1-Persistence broadcasting by rebroadcasting with the weighted probability at assigned time slot.
These distance-based schemes utilize distances between senders and corresponding receivers to make forwarding decisions; however, this could cause the improper measurement problem. In the following section, we propose a scheme to solve this problem.
III. PROPOSED SCHEME To suppress the broadcast storm problem, the proposed distance-based scheme solves the improper measurement problem by the remainder distance and makes use of the Ideal Hop Number Control.
A. Remainder Distance
The conventional distance-based broadcast storm suppression schemes are easy to experience the improper measurement problem mentioned in the section I. The problem can be solved by utilizing (1) to calculate the remainder distance RD src, rec between the source and the receiver by the distance Distance src, rec modulo the transmission range R to make proper forwarding decision. In the following equations, last is the location of the last intersection of important roads, the initial value of last is the location of source, Distance src, rec is the distance between the source and the receiver, R is the average transmission range.
RD src, rec = Distance src, rec % R Fig. 1(a) shows an example of Weighted p-Persistence Broadcasting (WpPB) makes the forwarding decisions. The forwarding probability is Distance sdr, rec /R, where Distance sdr, rec is the distance between the sender and the receiver. The decisions reduce the number of neighbor forwarders around a sender, but the number of hops is increased so as to the end-to-end delay. As the Fig. 1(b) shows, (1) makes sure the father node has larger forwarding probability.
Considering the existence of corners, the remainder distance should be computed based on the accumulative distance. AD src, A is the accumulative distance between source (the original node) and location A, and the initial value is 0. AD src, A = AD src, last + Distance last, A Therefore, (1) is modified as (3).
RD src, rec = AD src, rec % R In Fig. 3 , assume that node A in on the corner, the distance between source and node A is 200 meters, the distance between node A and node B is 70 meters, the distance between node A and node C is 40 meters. The accumulative distance AD src, B is 270 meters, and the accumulative distance AD src, C is 240 meters. When modifying the forwarding decisions of WpPB by (3), the forwarding probability of node B is 8%, and the forwarding probability of node C is 96%. Example of making forwarding decisions by the remainder distance.
B. Ideal Hop Number Control
The The most common way to discover the existence of the neighbor forwarder is to find the duplicate packet. Besides, the number of hops can be used to find more possible neighbor forwarders.
The ideal hop number of a receiver can be obtained by (4) , where Adjuster is a tolerant variable for adjusting the ideal hop number (ex. the number of the passing corners). In this paper, the value of Adjuster is 0.
If a receiver gets a packet with the hop number Hop pkt is larger or equal to N, it is possible that there exists a neighbor forwarder which has the same ideal hop number, and the receiver is prohibited from rebroadcasting. This is called the Ideal Hop Number Control.
The Ideal Hop Number Control ensures that the hop number of the forwarding packet will not be larger than N+1. As Fig. 4 shows, if the Ideal Hop Number is not larger than the hop number of the receiving packet, the receiver regards a neighbor may have forwarded. The Ideal Hop Number Control.
In Fig. 5 , assume node B doesn't get the packet from source, and node B receives a 1-hop packet from node A. However, the ideal number of hops of node B is 1, which is not larger than the hop number of the packet. Therefore, node B decides not to rebroadcast. 6 shows an example of Ideal Hop Number Control on crossroads. Assume the accumulative distance AD src, C is 240 meters, the ideal hop number of node C is 1. If node C gets a 0-hop packet from source, node C will rebroadcast the packet. If node C only gets a 1-hop packet from node A, node C will be prohibited from rebroadcasting. 
C. N Hops Weighted p-Persistence Broadcasting N Hops Weighted p-Persistence Broadcasting (N Hops WpPB) is modified from Weighted p-Persistence
Broadcasting [16] . The broadcasting scheme suits an urban city with the condition that every node has a position system and a wireless device. Fig. 7 shows the header information that the source should broadcast. The packet header of N Hops WpPB.
Packet format: x
Pkt_ID: the ID of the packet, it's unique. x Last: the location of the last corner, the initial value is the location of source. x AD: the accumulative distance between source and the last corner. x Hop: the number of hops. x Adjuster: the adjusting value. In this paper, the value is 0. Upon receiving a packet, the node will discard the packet if the packet is redundant. Otherwise, the node will distinguish whether it is on the same road with the location of Last field. If the node is not on the same road, it will rewrite the AD field with the accumulative distance between source and the new corner (the location can be obtained by the GPS), place the location of the new corner into the Last field, and calculate the accumulative distance between source and itself. Otherwise, it will calculate the accumulative distance directly by (2) . Then, the node will rebroadcast the packet with probability p if the ideal hop number is larger than the hop number of the receiving packet: p = RD src, rec / R Where RD src, rec is calculated by (3) . As Weighted pPersistence Broadcasting [16] , if the node of N Hops WpPB decides not to rebroadcast, it will retransmit the packet with probability 1 if there is no duplicate within the waiting period ( = medium access delay + propagation delay ). Fig. 8 shows the flowchart of N Hops WpPB.
In Fig. 9 , assume the transmission range is 250 meters, the distance between source and corner X is 230 meters. Node A gets a 0-hop packet from source, it distinguishes that the packet is not a redundant packet, and it is on the same road with source. Node A calculates the accumulative distance AD src, A (200 meters), and the ideal hop number of node A is 1, which is larger than the hop number of the receiving packet. Therefore, node A will have a chance to rebroadcast the packet. The remainder distance RD src, A is 200 (=200 modulo 250) meters, thus the forwarding probability of node A is 80%.
Node B gets a 1-hop packet from node A, the packet is not redundant, and node B is on the same road with source. Node B calculates the accumulative distance AD src, B (310 meters), and the ideal hop number of node B is 2, which is larger than the hop number of the receiving packet. Therefore, node B will have a chance to rebroadcast the packet. The remainder distance RD src, B is 60 meters, thus the forwarding probability of node A is 24%.
Node C gets a 1-hop packet from node A, the packet is not redundant, and node C is not on the same road with source. Node C rewrites the AD field with AD src, X (230 meters), and refresh the Last field with the location of corner X. The accumulative distance AD src, C is 380 (=230+150) meters, and the ideal hop number of node C is 2, which is larger than the hop number of the receiving packet. Therefore, node C will have a chance to rebroadcast the packet. The remainder distance RD src, C is 130 meters, thus the forwarding probability of node C is 52%. Node D gets a 2-hop packet from node C, the packet is not redundant, and node D is on the same road with corner X. The accumulative distance AD src, D is 530 meters, the value is calculated by the addition of AD field (230) and the distance between the location of Last field and node D (300). The ideal hop number of node D is 2, which is larger than the hop number of the receiving packet. Therefore, node D will have a chance to rebroadcast the packet. The remainder distance RD src, D is 60 meters, thus the forwarding probability of node A is 24%.
If node C only gets a 2-hops packet from node B, the ideal hop number of node C is not larger than the hop number of receiving packet, node C will be prohibited from rebroadcasting.
IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
The following simulations are performed in the Network Simulator NS2.These simulations are purposed to evaluate the performance of N Hops Weighted p-Persistence Broadcasting (WpPB) [16] , Source-Based Weighted pPersistence Broadcasting (SBWpPB) and Weighted pPersistence Broadcasting (WpPB). In order to present the performance of the remainder distance, SBWpPB is designed as a transformed version of WpPB whose forwarding probability is obtained by (5) . Compared to N Hops WpPB, SBWpPB is lack of the Ideal Hop Number Control.
A. Straight Road Simulation
In the following simulations, the speeds of cars are between 1-10 m/sec, the transmission range of a vehicle is 250 meters, and the straight road has 2 lanes, of which length is 2 kilometers. Fig. 10 shows the packet forwarding rate normalized with respect to the rate of the pure flooding. The packet forwarding rate is the number of forwarding nodes divided by the number of receivers. Fig. 11 presents the duplicate packet rate. With the increasing of the node density, the number of forwarders increases, and the number of redundant packets increases. The higher the normalized forwarding rate, the smaller the number of forwarders the scheme can reduce. Normalized packet forwarding rate. Fig. 12 shows the average number of hops. SBWpPB and N Hops WpPB resolves the improper measurement problem, thus the numbers of hops are smaller than WpPB. Besides, the number of forwarders in N Hops WpPB is controlled by the Ideal Hop Number Control, so the average number of hops is smaller than others. Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 exhibit the total delay is related to the number of hops taken by the protocol. Since the retransmission needs a period of waiting time for redundant check, the retransmission frequencies of these protocols are high when the node density is low, and the total delays of these protocols are high. Figure 11 .
Duplicate packet rate. Fig. 14 shows the delivery result within 2 kilometers, the receiving rate is the number of receivers divided by the number of nodes. The fewer the number of redundant packets, the fewer the collisions happened. Therefore, the receiving rate of SBWpPB is higher than the rate of WpPB. However, the decreasing of the number of redundant packets may decrease the probability of receiving, as N Hops WpPB. Fig. 15 exhibits the duplicate packet rate under different transmission ranges. Although the node density is unchanged (50 cars/km2), the number of nodes within the transmission range is increasing and the frequency of the retransmission with probability 1 after the waiting period is decreasing when the transmission range is enlarged. Therefore, the larger the transmission range, the smaller the duplicate packet rate. 
B. Crossroads Simulation
In the following simulations, the vehicle speed is randomly generated with the range between 1 meter/sec and 10 meters/sec, and the transmission range of a vehicle is 300 meters. As Fig. 16 shows, the length of each road is 1.5 kilometers, and one road is 450 meters vertically from the source. Crossroads simulation.
Fig . 17 exhibits the forwarding rate on the roads. The forwarding rate of WpPB is a little higher than others, the reason is the forwarding conditions of SBWpPB and N Hops WpPB are stricter than the conditions of WpPB. Fig. 18 shows the duplicate packet rate. Since SBWpPB and N Hops WpPB have fewer forwarders than WpPB, they have fewer redundant packets than WpPB. The rates of N Hops WpPB are about 82%. Fig. 20 shows the receiving rate of the whole network. Since the receivers moving in different directions from the sender are harder to get the broadcasting packet (the phenomena can be observed in the trace file), and not all the vehicles which are far away from the source can receive the packet successfully especially when the number of forwarders are not large enough, it is difficult to ensure all the nodes which are not on the same road with the source can get the broadcasting packet. Therefore, the receiving rate on the cross roads is not as well as on a straight road. As the simulations exhibit, the number of hops is not related to the density of the vehicles but the receiving rate. 
V. CONCLUSIONS
Instead of using the distance between the sender and the receiver to examine the imperfect rebroadcasting decision of a node, N Hops WpPB uses the remainder distance between the source and the receiver to decide the equitable rebroadcasting determination of a node. The proposed scheme also utilizes the Ideal Hop Number Control to reduce redundant packets from the forwarder which has the same ideal hop number. As the simulation results, N Hops WPPB can mitigate the broadcast storm problem more significantly than the conventional distance-based broadcasting scheme.
